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An Estate To Remember
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Casabella Interiors has a reputation for creating spectacular one-of-a-kind interiors
and delivering exceptional service to their clients in New England and beyond.
Begin your design journey with us.

asabella Interiors has extensive
experience in guiding clients through
the design stages of incorporating
contemporary and traditional luxury products
to complement a home. Exceeding all
expectations, the company successfully designed
two beautiful award-winning projects: An Estate
to Remember and You & Me By The Sea, both
located in Massachusetts, USA.
For An Estate to Remember, the clients
wanted help to renovate a master bathroom in
a 10,000 sq. ft. estate. The client, known for his
precision, had but two requests for his master
bathroom redesign: complete the project on his
timeline and spare no expense in transforming
the room into an oasis. The first of many
changes was modifying the layout to take
advantage of the ocean views, which entailed
relocating the shower to the centre of the
room. To elevate the couple’s grooming rituals,

You & Me By The Sea

premium and custom-designed materials were
used, while the shower was outfitted with stateof-the-art technology.
You & Me By The Sea is a 1,000 sq. ft.
cottage. Casabella Interiors focused on creating
multi-purpose zones and curated custom
elements to elevate the overall design. A large
island was used instead of a dining room table,
with neutral palettes throughout to ensure
nothing eclipsed the idyllic sea views.
Moving walls and stealing inches from rooms
of every shape and size, the company finessed
the home down to the inch to maximise on
its functionality. The master bedroom was
configured by placing the bed where the closet
originally stood, giving the homeowners a
chance to enjoy full ocean views. The use of
opulent materials and detailing combined
with an eye for detail has created two unique
properties, typical of Casabella Interiors.
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